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: The Editor's Corner

THE
EDITOR'S CORNER

If{~
~ U. S. W R I T E R S are forever
growling that there is no place here
where serious creative writing can get
published, let alone .paid for. I used
to believe it myself. As far as publishing books goes, it is largely true and
getting worse. But where magazines
are concerned. it is not true. There is
more space for good writing than
there is good writing to fill it. For
verification, look closely at any literary magazine, including this one.
Where are all the good new voices?
Yes, where are they? We receive at
NMQ immense quantities of material, but thimblesfull of quality. It
is necessary to hoard good MSS. like
gold to get each issue together. Nor
do we see a great deal of quality elsewhere, except for an occasional old
giant pacing off another step.
Maybe after all these years the
myth needs reversing. Perhaps the
great amount of available magazine
space has answered the old question
"\Vhat are the names of the fine unknown voices among us?" The answer seems to be: Rumpelstiltskin.
~

CONTRIBUTORS
DAVID R. BUNCH has published stories in Perspective, Idiom and fantastic worlds, verse in various publications. He lives in St. Louis.
\\'nTER BYNNER'S latest volume,
Journey with Genius, a prose account
of the D. H. Lawrences, published

last month in England, has been ac·
claimed there in lengthy notices by
distinguished reviewers. He is at present thoroughly revising for republication in the United Stales his [phi.
genia in Tauris, originally written
forty years ago for Isadora Duncan.
BOBB DAVIS has published a good
deal of poetry. His last appearance in
NMQ was Spring, 1952.
WESLEY FORD DAVIS, whose second
published story appears in this issue,
has recently had acceptances from
Colliers and from Discovery. Mr.
Davis, who teaches English and The
Humanities at the University of Ar·
kansas, has been awarded a Stanford
Writing FellOWship for 1953-54.
BENJAMIN DEMoTT's story, "The
Sunflower Seeds," appeared in
Spring 1953 NMQ. He has published
in Partisan Review, Western Review,
New Directions Thirteen, et al.
ROSE GRAUBART did the cover symbol. Her poem, "Sea Rocks," appeared in Winter 1952 NMQ.
SHERMAN PAUL is in the English
Department of the University of Illinois. His book Emerson's Angle of
Vision was published by Harvard
University Press in 1952.
GROVER SMITH, now teaching at
Duke University, has published criticism widely. His review, "An Interest
in the Classics," appeared in Winter
1952 NMQ.
GERALD WULES has had criticism
published in The Hudson Review,
The Quarterly of Film, Films in Review, et al. He is doing a book on
modern religious drama in England.
RAy B. WEST, JR. continues to edit
Western Review.
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